Get started with one hub
for hybrid learning

As you transition back to school, centralize the whole learning
experience in one hub—simplifying IT administration and
helping students succeed both on campus and at home.
Save 216 hours per instructor per year with Microsoft Education1.
Bring together online classes,
assignments, files, collaboration,
accessibility tools, and apps in
one central hub with
Microsoft Teams

Explore the portfolio of Surface
and Windows 10 devices with
touch and inking for more
experiential and accessible
learning, plus LTE options

Rely on built-in accessibility
features in Office 365 to include
all learners, including those with
physical or invisible disabilities

Use Power Platform within Teams
for data-driven insights and
custom, no-code solutions—so
you can personalize learning and
streamline processes

Microsoft products were the natural winner. The
idea of having everything on a single
ecosystem, plus the ease of use, just allowed
our staff to achieve more with less effort.”

Using Teams grabs the students’ attention and
makes learning part of their everyday
lives… What was their learning community?
Their learning community was Teams.”

John Billington
Head of Services, Hugh Baird College

David Kellermann
Senior Lecturer, The University of New South Wales

How we can help with your hybrid learning needs

Connect users to resources
remotely, including
hands-on virtual labs
through Azure Lab Services
or tailored application
access through Windows
Virtual Desktop.

Host virtual events for
up to 20,000 users using
Teams Live Events, with
capabilities for slideshow
presentations, live captions,
guest speaker access, and
more.

Create class teams
automatically using School
Data Sync, which pulls data
from your SIS rosters to
generate classes and
groups in Teams, InTune
for Education, and
third-party apps.

Train faculty and staff with
free online resources,
including hundreds of
learning paths on Microsoft
Learn. Get personalized
assistance from Microsoft
Store specialists to help you
every step of the way.

Hold orientation in hybrid
learning scenarios,
leveraging Teams for live
sessions, socialization, and
assigned content. Breakout
rooms are coming in Q4 of
2020.

Gain data-driven insights
about student performance,
crucial institutional
statistics, and more using
the analytical capabilities
and intuitive data
dashboards of Power BI.

Automate and digitize
processes with
low-to-no-code apps and
flows in Power Apps and
Power Automate—or use
Power Virtual Agents
for chatbots that engage
conversationally with users.

Build custom solutions for
student engagement,
internship and scholarship
tracking, grant applications,
aggregated system views,
and much more using
Dynamics 365, built on
Dataflex Pro.

Security
With over 3,500 global
security experts and
$1 billion invested annually
in security, Microsoft uses
cutting-edge technology
to defend your data.

Compliance
Microsoft offers the
broadest set of compliance
certifications, including
over 90 offerings specific
to education and
global regions.

Accessibility
The Microsoft 365 suite
comes with one of the most
comprehensive sets of
accessibility tools—Immersive
Reader, Seeing AI, captions,
and more.

GET STARTED TODAY
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